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Extensive crown damage is particularly difficult to rebuild when it reaches below the gingival margin
and when it involves the loss of contact points. A COMCORD reinforced onlay is a quick and effective
way to salve this problem. COMCORD helps restore the contact points, it adheres tightly to the tooth
surface and protects the gum by preventing plaque build up that causes inflammation.
Approximate procedure duration: 15 minutes.

COMCORO can be used for all types of crown reconstructions, regardless of the core shape.
Approximate procedure duration: 30 minutes

CROWNS - RESTORATION AFTER ROOT CANAL THERAPY
COMCORD with its fibre reinforcement is much more durable and faster to apply than composite
layers. COMCORD re-establishes contact points and adheres closely to the remaining tooth protecting
the gum from interproximal inflammation. COMCORD reinforced crown restoration withstands even
the greatest chewing forces.

A single missing tooth is the most common type of tooth loss. A COMCORD reinforced bridge
enables a short, single-visit tooth restoration.
Approximate procedure duration: 30 minutes.

Periodontal disease is usually associated with progressive tooth mobility. A COMCORD splint
is a simple and durable way of achieving tooth stabilisation.
Approximate procedure duration: 20 minutes.

The most severe cases of periodontitis are usually accompanied by tooth loss. In such cases the
best solution is to make a splint with the replacement teeth attached. A COMCORD splint
enables permanent stabilisation of the preserved mobile teeth as well as an aesthetic
replacement of the lost ones.

A correctly reconstructed contact point
ensuring a proper protection for interdental
papillae

Depending on the cavity depth, COMCORD
should be folded several times in order
to reconstruct the contact point.

A correctly reconstructed contact point. The external
surface of the reconstruction should be covered
with GLAZE or flowable composite to obtain a better
adhesion to the adjacent tooth.

The picture shows a core build up with a contact point
reconstruction. Such C0MC0RD application requires more
attention than placing the fibre directly on the core

In the case of smaller teeth [such as premolars, canines

[page 08.] however, it makes crown reconstruction quick

and incisors], a contact point reconstruction is possible

and easy.

with a single C0MC0RD ring.

An example of how to make a composite crown support. A ring

In the case of longer crowns, it is best to place an additional COMCDRD ring

of COMCORD filled with composite ensures the durability of

for an easy reconstruction of contact points. Such COMCORD application requires

the crown. COMCDRD makes the crown resistant to forces

more attention than placing the fibre directly on the core [page 08.] however,

greater than chewing forces.

it makes crown reconstructions quick and easy.

Raw UHMWPE fibres have the highest specific strength of all known fibres and a high
modulus of elasticity. The durability of glass fibres is incomparably lower.
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Composite covered filament (2 500 x)
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
in accordance with EN ISO 4049
The test was performed on composite bars reinforced with two layers of COMCORD.
Flexural strength of composite bars reinforced with two layers of COMCORD oscillates
around 500 MPa.
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FLEXURAL STRENGTH (FIBRE COMPARISON)
in accordance with EN ISO 4049
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The test was performed on composite bars reinforced with a single fibre (glass
or COMCORD).
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COMPOSITION
COMCORD is a system of 1056 UHMWPE (ultra high molecular weight polyethylene) filaments,

Flexural strength of composite bars reinforced with a single layer of COMCORD
oscillates around 400 MPa. Flexural strength of composite bars reinforced
with glass fibres is at least 25% lower.

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF FIBRE-REINFORCED COMPOSITE CROWNS

COMCORD undergoes free radical polymerisation when activated by visible light at wavelengths

COMCORD reinforced composite bars are able to withstand twice the strain
(compare to glass fibres) without breaking.

The compressive strength of composite crowns reinforced with a single COMCORD ring
is very high. A COMCORD reinforced crown withstands forces exceeding 2 500 N.

between 400 nm and 500 nm (blue region).

running parallel to one another, embedded in a composite cover based on dimethacrylate resins.
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HYDROLYTIC STABILITY (RESISTANCE TO WET ENVIRONMENT)
The graph illustrates mass changes of three different fibres during their aging in a solution of artificial
saliva at 37°C.
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It is evident that the mass of COMCORD changes only slightly during the entire test. It means that,
compare to all tested fibres available on the market, COMCORD exhibits the highest resistance to wet
environment. Glass fibres exhibit the lowest hydrolytic stability.
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CROWNS - RESTORATION AFTER ROOT CANAL THERAPY

CROWNS - RESTORATION AFTER ROOT CANAL THERAPY

For fast reconstruction of the contact point, a COMCORD
ring shoud be formed. Such COMCORD framework
ensures a quick and easy filling of the cavity.

An example of CDMCDRD used in the case of a single pontic bridge.
A single piece of C0MC0RD is sufficient to ensure the strength
and stability of a composite restoration.

The image shows temporarily stabilised teeth before
the splinting procedure. A correct and secure stabilisation
ensures a proper occlusion and enables an easy modelling
of the splint.

A tooth cross section with COMCORD in place:
prior to modelling and polymerisation,
the edges of COMCORD do not yet lie flat
against the tooth surface.
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